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1. Summary

Several methods are considered for testing whether or not a certain
treatment causes a shift in the distribution of some measured charac
teristic. Among the tests the distributions of whichare studiedin detail,
the rank-sum test is most suitable for detecting small shifts if few a priori
assumptions regarding the distribution of the measurements are justified.
When members of each pair of objects have been drawn from a finite
collection of objects, the sign test can be exceedingly inefficient in
detecting smaU shifts; in other cases the asymptotic eflficiency is more
than one-half In passing, tests for the two-sample location problem
and some of their properties are reviewed in Sections 6-8.

2. Introduction

Consider n pairs of objects and suppose that one member of each
pair has received ,a certain treatment, the other members serving as
control. (Similarly, we could investigate, two different treatments.)
We shall suppose that sufficient care has been exercised so that, for
each pair, the property to be observed would have the same distribu
tion (Fi for each member of the r-th pair) if neither of the members had
received the treatment, and would have the same distribution (Gj for
each member of the i-th pair) if both membershad received the treatment.
This will be so not only if the objects are " perfectly matched " to begin
with, but also if, for any given pair of objects, the assignment of treat
ments was random. [Hodges and Lehmann have commented on the
desirabihty of perfect matching in (1954).]

We shall examine a few tests proposed for detecting whether the
treatment has any effect, that is, whether Gt = F. for each i. Attention
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during April 1956.
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will be confined to the case in which the property of interest is a
measured characteristic with and continuous, and to alternatives
under which the treatment tends to either decrease or increase the value
of tliis measurement. For simpUcity we shall examine one-sided
alternatives only—say, those under which the treatment tends to in
crease the measured characteristic. :

Let W{ be the characteristia for the member which receives the
treatment, for the other member, and let = Wt — have the
distribution gj. (We shall distinguish random variables from other
quantities by printing them in bold face.)

Because of the continuity, the probability for any Zi to vanish is
zero, and we shall' suppose that there are no vanishing z's. In practice
vanishing 2's do occur and can usually be ascribed to limited fineness
of. measurement, that is, small discontinuities. Dixon and Massey
(1951), in discussing the sign test,, suggested ignoring the vanishing
z's, which amounts to restricting oneselfto the subpopulation in-which
the number of nonvanishing z's is given (and equal to the number
observed). This method clearly preserves the validity of tests and is
the best one for the discontinuous case (Putter, 1955).- Similarly, in
practice some of the z's sometimes turn out to be equal, for which case

. see Section 7. -

We shall generally pay -no, attention in what follows to the fact to
that, in any nonparametric test in which the decision to reject or not
reject depends only on the observations, only a Umited number of signi
ficance probabilities can be attained and, therefore, used to make
comparisons of power.

• : 3. Various Types of Experimental Conditions .

• - When members of each pair of objects have been obtained at
random (without, replacement) from a finite population (for example,
Wi and Vi may represent measurements on a randomly selected-set of
twins in the z-th litter), Vi and are not,independent.- -If, however,
they can be regarded as random drawings from an indefinitely large
population (for example, randomly selected indiyiduals from a gene
tically homogeneous source), they are independent; the latter case
will be referred to as independence wit/iin pairs. If the property to be
observed for any one set of pairs is supposed to be distributed
independently of that for any other set of pairs, we shall, .speak of

•independence between pairs. U. ... , . :

The latter assumption is' usually made.. In a somewhat different
context, Lehmann and Stein (1949) have pointed out ihat, .such; an
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assumption is not always appropriate and have considered instead
symmetry of the joint distribution function in its arguments. In the
present case that would mean that if the joint distribution of the pairs
(•-i, wO,...., (v,., >0 is

Pr-{vx ^ Ji, H-i ^ /i;— ; v„ ^ s„, w„ £ t„} = A{si, — ; s„, ?„)
and (/i, ,i„) is any permutation of (1, n), then

^ 'iji ••••; ^ (•^iJ hi ••••'> K)-

In particular, this would mean that each pair (v.,, Wj) would be supposed
to have the same distribution. A more restricted and also more fre
quently applicable assumption would be for the Zi to have a joint distri
bution symmetric in its n arguments and so for each difference Zi to
have the same distribution. Either assumption is fulfilled when the
numbering of the pairs is random, in particular not only (obviously)
when the pairs have themselves been drawn at random from some
population (with replacement, if the population is finite), but also in
the case of random partitions of the set of n pairs. If r'l < < i^
is a subset of 1, n and j\< .... is obtained from the set
1, ,n by deleting ii, we understand by the distribution
B(ti, ,tj of the random two-part partition Zn, Zi,„,
z,^, z,the probability defined for any given numbers t^, , t,„
that there exists a permutation , A:,,, of 1, ,m and a permuta
tion /i, ...., of m + 1, ••••, « such -that

. . tkl! • • • -JZi,„ = Zji = hi' • • • •> — hn-m'

This probability is the same as the probability that

Zhi ti ,. . . ., Zhm = 'm) tm+1) • • • •j

for /ji, ..^, />„, a random permutation of 1, n.

When and only v^hen the treatment has no elfect, the Zi are, sepa
rately and jointly, distributed symmetrically about zero. This is so
both in the case of randomization of treatments between members of
a pair of objects and in the case of independence withm the (perfectly
matched) pairs. The distinction between the two cases is,. howWer,
reflected in the power of the tests, as we shall see.

4. Student's Test and Its Randomization Analog

For the case that the are known to be normal distributions with
the same variance the Zi all have the same normal distribution with
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zero mean when there is no treatment effect, both in the case of inde
pendence within pairs and of randomization. For testing, in the case
in which the Gj are also normal with variance ct®, whether the treatment
has any effect, Student's test performed on the Zi is very powerful,
against the means of the distributions exceeding those of the
distributions; in fact, most powerful against this excess being a
constant.

Using the assumptions of Section 2, the same function of the
observations can be compared in the population of 2" possible assign
ment of treatments within pairs for | —v, | given as observed, as
noted by Fisher (1935), and Pitman (1937). Lehmann and Stein (1949)
showed the test to be the most powerful nonparametric test against
the above specified normal alternatives, and also (in the case ofsymmetry
in the arguments of the distribution of the Zt when there is no treatment
effect) against a wider class of alternatives. Note that

t' = nh {t^ + n~ l)-i = nz{S

is an increasing function of t. Since the test is performed by com
paring t with its distribution for the | Zt \ given as observed, it is equiva
lent to compare t" = t' (H= nz with its distribution for the | Zi \
given as observed, or t"'= \ (t" + ^ | z, |) = 2'(.^>o) For the case
that the Zi have the same distribution with finite second moments and
are independent, Hoeffding (1952) has shown that this test has asympto
tically the same power as the corresponding Student test, whatever the
common distribution of the Zi- However, the convergence may be
quite slow if the Z; are not normal. For moderate size samples, this
test becomes rather laborious to apply.

5. The Sign Test

Suppose one counts the number ofpositive Zi and rejects the hypo
thesis of no treatment effect if this is too large. For this well-known
" sign " test Dixon and Mood (1946) discussed validity and [on the basis
of previous work by Cochran (1937)] computed the local asymptotic
efficiency with respect to Student's testagainst a sequence of alternatives
under which the Zi are normal with the same variance and mean dj-^n.
In addition, they computed efficiencies for some finite values of n;
see also Dixon (1953).

Let

k, = Pr. {Wi > vj = 1- Si (0), (5.1)
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where Qi is the distribution of Zf The hypothesis states that fcj = i
for all i and the alternatives imply that /cj ^ i for all i and ki > for
at least one i. Consider the alternatives for which ki = k> \ for all i.
Let be the class of univariate distributions Q which are absolutely
continuous with respect to a fixed or-finite measure and for which
Q (0) = ^ + d, and let Q be the union of ail ^3^ for 0 ^ c? <

Consider any weight function which is nondecreasing in d and
thus in dj^/n. Then Hoeffding (1951) showed that among similar tests
(that is, tests for which the probability of rejection is the same for all
distributions satisfying the null hypothesis) of any given size, the sign
test maximizes the greatest lower bound of the risk with respect to Q
in — Q„.' Subsequently Fraser (1953) showed it to be most powerful.
In our case we are restricted to the subspace of Q for which the distri
butions are symmetric about some point; Ruist (1954) claims that the
same result as Hoelfding's applies here, but his proof appears to be
incorrect. We shall show below that the sign test has some rather un
pleasant local properties, which would seem to imply that its use should
not be generally encouraged.

6. The Tv^o-sample Location Problem

Before considering further tests, let us examine a different problem.
Consider n random variables , and the hypothesis
that theirjoint distribution is symmetric in its arguments. One-sided alter
natives may specify that this holds for a:/, , x,^, y-^, ,
where the Xi are more hkely to exceed the corresponding x/ than not,
and the y- equal the j, or are more likely to exceed them than not.

There are several known tests for this so-called two-sample (loca
tion) problem. In the first place there is Student's test on the x"s and
y's appropriate in normal distributions, and there is the correspond
ing randomization test. The latter is equivalent with comparing the
observed value of x —jiS (or simply of S"'i^iXi) with its conditional
distribution given a random permutation of the observed values of

• • • • ) J'd-nr

The rank-sum test and the median test will be discussed in the
next two sections together with certain tests related to these two. An
other test for this problem whichuses the sample cumulativedistribution
function was proposed by Smirnov (1939); Marshall (1951) gave a
version of it using a grouped sample distribution based on Doob's
approach (1949) to Smirnov's results.

4
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For a discussion of the power of certain of these tests, see Dixon
(1954), Lehmann (1953), Van der Waerden (1952, 1953a and 1953i)),
Sundrum (1953), and Hodges and Lehmann (1956).

There are numerous tests designed for the general alternative that
(if the x's have a common distribution H and the j's a common distri
bution K) K, and therefore not very powerful against the alter
natives of the more narrowly defined location problem. We shall
therefore refrain from discussing these.

7. The Rank-sum Test for the Two-sample Problem and

Some Modifications of this Test

Let the ranks of the x's among the n random variables be
Festinger (1946) and Wilcoxon (1945 and 1947) proposed

as a test statistic. In our one-sided case, they would reject
when this statistic would fall above a tabulated value. Let be

the number of pairs (x^, j,) for which X;> ,Vy, setting = 0;
this is Mann and Whitney's statistic (1947) which is related to by

+1). (7.1)

The rank-sum has mean ^m(n + 1) and variance m(n — m)
(n + 1)/12 when the hypothesis holds, in which case Mann and Whitney
established asymptotic normality. These results have been shown
under the assumption of independence of the .v's and ,v's but do not
need this restriction. When some of the variables are equal, one may
assign each of them the mean of the ranks they would be assigned if
slightly different. This preserves the validity of the test and seems to
be the best procedure in case of discontinuities (Putter, 1955).

Now assume independence of the .^'s and j's under alternative
hypotheses, and' let the x's have the same distribution H and the jj's
the same distribution K. Lehmann (1951) showed unbiasedness against
alternatives for which H{t) ^ K (() for all (, and extended a method of
Hoeffding (1948) to show that the test statistic is asymptotically normal
[nondegenerate when 0 < Fr. (Xf > j,) < 1] under H ^ K with mjn
converging to a positive constant less than 1. Andrews (1954) proved
asymptotic normahty under a sequence of alternatives under which the
distributions of y, + Oj^/n and Xi are the same, namely, H. For that
purpose assume that H is absolutely continuous with

H (x) = S H' (0 dt, that J H'dH < oo and that
—oo —CO

^ lim„->c>o V«_r If W}dji {x) =6_T H' dH. •
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• The question of improving the power of this test, where it is known,
or beheved that H is of a particular form, or close to it in an appro
priate sense, but where it is still desired to use a non-parametric test,
has been considered by Hoefifding (1951) and van der Waerden (1953
and 1953 c)- Let ,t„ be a set of n independent observations
on a random variable with distribution H, rearranged in ascending
order of magnitude, and the conditional expectation given
Ri when the hypothesis is true. Hoeffding has shown that for H=1>,
the standard normal distribution, R" gives a test of the hypothesis
discussed in this section, which among rank tests is locally most powerful
against the Xi and the j,- + 6' having the same normal distribution.
This test is also given in Tables 20 and 21 in Fisher and Yates (1938)
and has been studied further by Terry (1952); extension to certain
nonnormal H has been suggested by Dwass (1953). Van der Waerden
suggested the numerically very similar statistic {Rij{n + 1)}.
He pointed out that in the presence of " spurious outlayers " an other
wise normal population is still " close to normal " for his purpose.

8. The Median Test for the Two-sample Problem and Some
Related Tests

Another test of this hypothesis is the median test, due to Westen-
berg (1948, 1950 and 1952), in which we count the number of x's
which exceed the sample median of all the n random variables. When
the hypothesis holds, has a hypergeometric distribution. For
Ln, n is the number of observations ..above the median in a sample
of m out of n, there being « —[(n + l)/2] observations exceeding
the median. Consequently, under the hypothesis, has mean \ m
and variance ^ m {n — m)l(n — I) when n is even, and mean

(1 — 1/n) and variance ^m(n —m) (1 — l/K^)/(n — 1) when n is
odd, and has an asymptotic normal distribution when mjn converges to
a constant. Hemelrijk (1950 a .and 1950 6) has noted that in case of
equal observations the test can still validly be applied as a conditional
one given the number of z's exceeding the median and has briefly consi
dered the use of a quantile different from the median or of more than
one. quantile. .

Now assurne independence of the :e's and j;/s under the, alternative
hypotheses,, and let the x's have the same .distcibution H and the
the same distribution K: . Again, it follows fronj jLehrnann (195,1)? that
the test is, unbiased, against alternatives for which H Kit) :fot
all t. Mood, (1954) has, sketched a proof of asymptotic, normahtyj
under any alternative with H and possessing densities .:^' .anid.X'
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- differing from zero at a median c of the mixed distribution
(miti) H + {{n — m)jn} K and wj/« tending to a positive constant k less
than 1:

Pr. [Vm I _ 1+^(c) }

(c) {l~H (c)} ^ n-mK{c) {I- K(c)} (8.1)

converges to <P (t). Andrews (1954) proved asymptotic normality
under a sequence of alternatives under which the distributions of
y + 6j'\/n and are both H.

A method which utihzes the number of j:'s exceeding the median
of the >>'8 rather than the median of all n observations was given, with
tabulations, by Mathisen (1943) and was already discussed in more
general terms by Thompson (1938). Behrens (1933, Chapter 3 b) dis
cussed and tabulated (incorrectly) a somewhat similar test (he gave a
two-sided test only) which is most easily described for m and n — m
odd, say equal to 2h — 1 and 2k — I. Let the .r's arranged in ascend
ing order of magnitude be denoted by x"', , the /s so
arranged by y", He would reject if x"'' and if
S, the largest nonnegative integer satisfying a:''''-®) > would
exceed a tabulated value. (Behrens actually uses S plus the fraction

S) _ -^(71—S—1) -j- J,(fc+S+1) _ J,(fc+S)| '

but this fraction evidently cannot affect the test.) Finally we men
tion an interesting test appUed as early as 1876 by Galton for Darwin
(1876, p. 17): reject where for too many i

x^i) > jfo (/ = 1, ,in = n — m).

See Hodges (1955). For none of these tests have we studied the power.

9. Application of Two-sample Tests to the Testing

OF THE Hypothesis of Symmetry about Zero

Henielrijk (1950 a and b) has noted that any two-sample test sym
metric in the observations can be used to construct tests for the hypo
thesis of symmetry about zero. Under that hypothesis the number m
of positive z's is a binomial random variable with parameters ^ and n,
and, moreover, the division of the set of measurement differences into
positive and negative ones constitutes a random partition of the | z |'s.

1
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Therefore, by Section 3, if, in random order, Xi, .v,„ constitute
the positive and the absolute values of the negative j's,
we have under the hypothesis that the joint distribution of

Xi, . . . ., • >yn~m

is symmetric in its n arguments.

Let us consider the class of similar, level a tests of our hypothesis
which are symmetric in the observations Zi, ,Zn- (Incidentally,
for such tests it is really immaterial whether the order of listing the
observations is fixed or random.) We are indebted to Lehmann for the
remark that this class constitutes the totality of similar regions for
testing our hypothesis, due to the fact that the set of \z\'s constitute
of sufficient complete statistic for this hypothesis, and have Neyman
structure with respect to this set (which means that the conditional
probabihty ofrejection equals a for any given set ofvalues for the | z I's).
[For the notions involved in this remark, see Lehmann and Scheffe
(1950).]

The simplest of the tests of this class is the sign test, which does
not utilize the | z |'s at all. The randomization test mentioned in
Section 4 also belongs to this class. It is merely one of the class of tests
obtained by applying any two-sample test statistic symmetric in the
observations with m as observed and comparing it with its (uncondi
tional) null distribution for random m and a given set of \ z |'s.

The rank-sum test was apphed to this problem by Wilcoxon (1945);
in 1947 he gave a table to significance points for n ^ 20, beyond which
number the normal approximation fits well. In 1949 and elsewhere,
Walsh examined a class of tests which was notedby Tukey [see Lehmann
(1953, p. 36)] to include the rank-sum test. Walsh examined in more
detail the most efficient tests in a subclass of his class of tests for which
significance levels are easily computed; we shall not discuss these here.

The variance of the rank-sum statistic equals the mean of the
conditional variance of the rank-sum given m, plus the variance of the
conditional mean of the rank-sum, which under the hypothesis is

« (n + 1)^ _ n(n + I) (2n + 1)
16 ?4

n (n - 1) (« + 1)
48

(9.1)
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which nearly equals the expression given by Wilcoxon (1947). The
-mean under the hypothesis is

E^m{n+l) = (n + 1). (9.2)

For the Mann-Whitney test applied to this problem one gets under the
null hypothesis a mean of

E im(n — m) —

and a variance of

E m (n — m) (n + I)

n (« - 1)
(9.4)

12
+ vav (>(„ - m)} =

+
n(n — I) _n(n — l) (2n + 5)

32 96

The median test applied to this problem has a mean of

E \m = \n

for n even and of

for n odd, and a variance of

E \m (n — m)

(«-i)-+^^'^(» =S +f6 =:
for n even.

E\m{n ~ m) 0-1)
(«-1)

+ var

• - - 1) I (« - 1)' _(«-!)
(16«) (16«) 8

for n odd, when the hypothesis holds.

One can similarly apply the other tests mentioned in Sections 6-8;
Smirnov did this in 1947 for his two-sample test.

Hemelrijk's proposal in 1950 a and b was to combine the sign
test with such two-sample tests in the following manner. Select a
number I less than the level of significance a and find the smallest
number m,, such that Pr. {m > ^ under the hypothesis. Reject

(9.3)

(9.5)

(9.5 fl)

(9.6)

{9.6 a)
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the hypothesis if m> m„ or if m but the two-sample test (with
m as observed, that is, applied as a conditional test) rejects at level €,
where e is the largest number for which the rejection probability for
the whole procedure does not exceed a. As we shall see, for the shift
alternatives considered below, the sign test is often of relatively low
power, so that for these alternatives Hemelrijk's tests are not most
suitable. Nevertheless, his method of constructing tests leads to tests
which are evidently more powerful against certain interesting^ alterna
tives mentioned by him under the heading of" Type T2 region , which
type of region differs somewhat from the one mentioned above which
is called " Type Ti region

10. Power against Shift Alternatives Assuming
Independence between Pairs; the Randomisation Test

and the Sign Test

In the remainder of this paper we shall be concerned with the power
of the randomization and sign tests, the rank-sum and the Mann-
Whitney tests, and the median test for the hypothesis of absence of
treatment effect against alternatives under which the treatment shifts
the distribution of values of the characteristic of the treated member
of the i-th pair of objects by 6' (/). In that case the distribution Si of

_ 0' (j) is symmetric about 0. We shall assume independence
between pairs in all discussions of power. We shall use Pitman's
methods of studying local asymptotic power; for definitions and
methods the reader might consult Konijn (1956).

Whenever we shall write the following symbols

= > r"- n

00

= J t'dSiit),

CO 00 -

J{t-S sdF, (i)}^ dF, it), ,
—00 -00 "

" n

we shall suppose that the right hand sides exist and as n ^ 00 have
limits which are well-defined and finite.

The randomization test is asymptotically equivalent to Student's

test or the corresponding test with known variances tj^, which at
near zero has asymptotic power

e,; Vn\
1 (10.1)
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since under the alternative s/n zlr„ has mean 0,,' ^/n|T„ and variance 1,
and Pr. {^/n {z — ^ t} is independent ofthe6' (/) and converges
to 0 {t). Since under independence within pairs = 2a\ we have
then the special result

The asymptotic distribution of m minus its mean and divided by
its standard deviation is easily seen to be normal under a sequence of
alternatives vi'ith shifts Bl^n for each Zi- In fact m/w is a U-statistic
in the sense of Theorem 8.2 of Hoeffding (1948) with fe) = ki,
fc) = '"i —ki, denoting by nti the random variable with mean ki which
is unity of Z; > 0 and 0 otherwise. Also, (8.15) and (8.16) of that
paper are fulfilled uniformly in 6 near 0 provided the are bounded
away from 0 and 1, while (8.2) and (8.3) are evidently fulfilled uni
formly in 6.

Since E nti —\ (0), andvar{mj = Qi(G) {1 —2^(0)}, we have
under a shift by dj^n

while the variance converges to -^n. If S„' exists and is continuous near
the origin, the asymptotic power of the sign test for a fixed 9' near 0
is, therefore

l-^{8-2e'VnS'„{0)}, (10.2)

and the asymptotic efficiency with respect to the randomization test
is the square of

2?„5'„(0), (10.3)

which is 2/77 in the normal case. In general the efficiency is highly
dependent on local properties of the density of the distribution and
has a greatest lower bound of zero, so that the sign test is not in general
to be recommended as a symmetry test against shift alternatives. Under
conditions of independence within pairs, however, the local asymptotic
power is (when the are all equal to F and the conditions stated in
Section 1 on H hold for F)

CO

1 - ^ {8 - 20' V« l -F'dF}, (10.2 a)
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and the local asymptotic efRciency becomes the square of

l^laTP'dF, (10.3 fl)
—CO

which, as follows from Hodges and Lehmann .(1956), has a minimum
of (2/3) (0-864) = 0-576. (It is again Ijir in the normal case.) The
same results hold if independence between pairs is not fulfilled, but
there exist independent variates Kj, v/, w/ such that

Vj = j/i + Vi', w/ = ui + wi'. (10.4)

In either case the local asymptotic power of the sign test is easily seen
not to be affected by a scale change (the same for each i) accompanying
the shift when the Fi are symmetric.

It is evident that for m = m the joint distribution of ,
is symmetric in its arguments, and that the same holds for the distribu
tion of In the following we shall take 9' (r) constant and
the z's independent. In that case the joint distribution of the j:'s and
j;'s for m = m is the average over the n\ permutations , A„) of

I - (- 6') I I S„. (- 9') 1'
(10.5)

for ti, t„ nonnegative, so that any Xt has distribution

Pr. (X. a ») = '''} CSO). (10.6)
and any

Pr. (r, so-; (' S »)• CO.-')

Note that in general the x's and j's will not be independent, unless
S,, = S for all k. j

In Section 11 we shall state and prove a general proposition which
will be used to derive asymptotic distributions of the remaining tests
under shift alternatives in Sections 12 and 13.

11. A Proposition Concerning the Limit Distribution
OF A Class of Random Variables for which the

Limit of the Conditional Distribution is known

In the present context and many other situations we meet with a
problem of the following kind. A given statistic „ (such as „
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or L„,^ „) depends on n and also on another nonnegative integer m.
Moreover, we know that for m and n increasing indefinitely with
mjn = m (n)ln approaching any positive k, the statistic is asymptotically
normally distributed with asymptotic variance fi{k)\

Km, „ IfI {k) law - E B„,, „),

where 5 is a standard normal variate: Pr. (B ^ t) = ^ (/).

(11.1)

Suppose m = m (n)/« itself is determined by a chance process m («),
which has the property that m {n)ln converges in probability to k:

m{n)ln^k in probability; (11-2)

and consider the statistic

A„ = B„ („)_ „ (11.3)

whose conditional asymptotic distribution for m {n) = m (n) is already
known to be normal. Let the conditional expectation of B^_ „ given m
be denoted by

C(m,fi). (1-1-4)

Our aim is to find the asymptotic marginal (unconditional) distribu
tion of or of

=A„ -EA„. (11.5)

It is well known that the variance of a„ if it exists equals the sum
of the expectation of the variance of B„_ „ and the variance of C (m, n).
We shall now prove that if the asymptotic distribution of C [m (n), n]
is normal with asymptotic variance {k):

c {m {n), n}lf2 {k) ->Bin law {c(m, n) = C (m, n) —EC {m, «)},
(11.6)

then a„lf(k) converges in law to B, where

P{k)=fi{k)+f^{k). (11.7)

(Of course, the notation B is meant to be generic, so that the different
B'% are not necessarily the same random variables.)

For our purposes we need a somewhat more general result, since
we are interested in the limit distribution under a sequence of para
meters which generally depends on n and in our case converges to
0:0' = 6j-\/n. We shall suppose that m{n)ln converges in probability
to a positive number k„ less than 1 depending only on the limit of that
parameter sequence (in our applications k^ = \), but that for any sufii-
piently small but fixed 6', \m («)/«] —k converges to zero uniformlj^
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(here-A: depends on n through 6' = 9.^n). In our applications this
condition is fulfilled as pointed out in the discussion of the asymptotic
distribution of m in Section 10. Similarly, we suppose that the asymp
totic variance of C {m (n), «} is (/c„). Weare indebted to Dr. J. Putter
(who in turn acknowledges the idea of using sequence spaces to
Dr. L. Le Cam) for assistance in crucial points of the demonstration
that constitutes the rest of this section.

To prove the proposition, note that

«« = (»), n+ c {m («), n},

so that, if •

(0 = E exp. (it a„),

we have

<f>„ (0 = E [exp. {it c(m («), «)} E{exp. (it b„ „)1 m(«)}].

For any increasing sequence v', v",.... of natural numbers we define
the space E '̂, E^", of finite increasing sequences S '̂, S^",
of natural numbers defined by

Sy' is the one-member sequence m (7 '̂)>

Sy" is the two-member sequence m (v'), m (v").

and on them the measures P/, Py' generated by the distributions
of m(v') under 0/1/"': and.ffi(i'") under OlYv", (Or one
can use measures on the corresponding cylinder sets.)

Now let n', n", be a subsequence of the sequence of natural
numbers. Given a decreasing sequence e^, eg,.... of positive numbers
with finite positive sum e < 1, it follows from the convergence condi
tion on [m {n)ln\ —k, by methods identical to those used in the proof
of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, that there exists a further subsequence
v', v", and a collection of subsets of E '̂, e^" of Ey", (£,',
Eyi" as defined above) such that for all /

m(v')
-K < 61:

m{v')
- K < Si

for {m (v'), , m (v')} in e^f and
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whichexceeds1—e.Letbetheintersectionofe'̂,e^",...then
Beisnotempty,forlim^^ooPp(e^)>1—e;itisthesetonwhich
m(v)lvconvergestok„.

Wehavethatgy{t,m(v)}==Eexp.(itb„,y)convergesto
exp.{—i/i^{k„)one^.Thereforetheconvergenceof
Eexp.[itc{m(v),®}]toexp.{—{k„)t^}impHesthatgivene>0
thereexistssuchthatforallelementsinthev-sequenceexceedingv„

.IJexp.[itc{m(v),v}].{t,m(i^)}dP^(e)-exp.(-{k,)t^)\
By

^JIexp.[itc{m(v),v}]|•|gy{t,m(®)}
ev

-exp.t^}\dPy{e)

+exp.{-(/c„)t^)J|exp.[itc{m(v),v}] ep

-exp.(-(K)t^)IdPy(e)+e

^eJIexp.[itc{m(v),r}]|dPy(e)
By

+exp.(-i/i®(/c„)t")J1exp.[itc{m(v),v}]

-\f^{K)t^\dPy{e)+2e

^e+eexp.[-(A:„)+26^4^.

Soeverysubsequenceofthenaturalnumberscontainsafurther
(v-)subsequenceforwhichlog<f>y(t)convergesto(k„)t^.There
fore,log(t)convergesto—(k„)t^,andthepropositionisproved.

12.AsymptoticDistributionoftheMann-WhitneyStatistic

ANDTHERank-sum,andthePoweroftheCorresponding
TestsforSymmetryaboutZeroagainstShiftAlternatives

Weapplythepropositionoftheprevioussectionto„and
therank-sumbywritingB,„„for2\/3f/„,„l{n\/(n+l')}and
2-v/3^"=1RJ{n-\/(n+1)},respectively.ForshiftalternativesOj^nwe
havebySection7(usingtheequidistributionofthex'sandofthej^'s
showinSection10)thatinbothcases„convergestoifmincon
vergestoNow,ifthegjarethesame,c(m,n)comesouttobe

r,2(o,-e(-o>«(o{^(.
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and

m-kn

-V3

1---/c

'k(1-A:)-2r{Q(0)-Q(-0}dQ(0
V(«+1)

respectively.Sinceunder6|^/n

plim-=limfc=4limT{6(0)-Q{-t)}dQ(t)=h «->co^rt->oo»->co0./

l-H-kandk(1-/f)-2T{Q(0)-Q(-0}dQ{t) n0

convergetozero,andc(m,n)convergesinlawto0and^^3Bres
pectively;andthesameresultholdsifthe5*^differandsatisfythe
conditionsonHofSection7.Thepropositionthenyieldsthat

„convergesinlawtoBI2andBrespectively.

Undertheabovementionedconditionsonthetogetherwith
continuityoftheSiattheoriginwealsoeasilyestablishthatthevari
anceandthederivativeofthemeansofthesestatisticsarecontinuous
indandthatat9=0

where

4=T5/(0S,:(0dt,S,:(O)=s/(0).(12.i) —CO

Therefore,whentheSfsatisfytheconditionsonHinSection1andthe
Si'arecontinuousat0(or,sufficientinthecaseoftherank-sum'test,
S„'isboundednear0)andT„andS„'(0)havelimits,theasymptotic
poweroftheMann-Whitneytestforafixed6'near0is

1_^[S_4V30V«a.-iA'(0)}](12.2)

andoftherank-sumtest

1-^{S-2V3A}-(52.3)
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Thus in the normal case, we obtain a local asymptotic elBciency
with respect to the randomization analog of Student's test of
(3/77)-4 —-\/2) = (•343)-3/77- = -32 and S/tt respectively. The mini-

murn of is -864. Evidently, the Mann-Whitney test for
symmetry about zero will often be less powerful against shift alterna
tives than the rank-sum test.

13. Asymptotic Distribution of the Median Test Statistic,
AND THE Power of the Median Test for Symmetry about

Zero against Shift Alternatives

For c„ a point satisfying

(c„) -•!} + («- m) {i - (- c„)} = 1H

with SJn, we have by the symmetry of the that S„ (c„)=f,

= 4- Let S„ have a continuous derivative throughout a
neighbourhood of c„ with #0; then, as is easy' to see, the
equation

n 9') '•=! (_ 9') — = ^«

or

mf1 S,{-c + 6') 1 S,{-c-e')) \ 1 Sl-c-9')
s,{e') - j=1 s, (- 9')

has a unique solution for c near c<, if mln and 6' are given and 9' is small,
If the bracket vanishes, c is a one-to-one continuous function of 9' for
small 9'. Suppose for small 6' # 0 the bracket "does not vanish and
let /n(c/ 9') be the ratio of the right hand side by the bracket. For
fixed small 9' ^0 this is a one-to-one function of c, so that for
f.(cl9-) = ii

and ju. and are continuous. One easily shows that for 9' = 0/yn
and mjn convergent, -*
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Therefore, if m/« k and 5„' is continuous also at 0, we have under
the shift alternatives, by a Taylor expansion

By Section 8, we have that for shift alternatives 0/-\/n, K, nconverges to
^£ if m/n coverges to ^ (using the fact ofequidistribution of the x's and
of the j '̂s noted in Section 10). Also 2 c (m, n) converges in law to B,
since under 6|^/n

plim ~= lim k=h pUrn / (^, =1,
n->oo ^ n->oo «-»co V'*

and 2 m/V" minus its mean converges in law to B.

The asymptotic variance of „ evidently converges to the asympto
tic variance under the null hypothesis, The asymptotic variance of
c{m,n) converges to and so, by Section 11, a„ = B„, „ —E B,„^„
converges to BI\/2- in law, and so does

2L
VII n

•s/h

-^T" 5/(0){l-5,(C„)}|1. (13.2)
n Z—J i=x j J

Since the derivative of the square bracket is continuous in 6, and at
0 = 0 equals

SJ (0) - 4 S/ (0) {1 - (c„) + 2 5; (c,)},

we have that if has a continuous nonvanishing derivative throughout

a neighbourhood of c„ and if it exists at a point c„ satisfying S„ (c„) = |-

and if the limits of S„' (0), S,/ (c„) and

7„ = «-^i:Vi5/(0){l,-:5,(O} (13:3)
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exist, the asymptotic power of the median test for a fixed 6' near 0 is

1 _ ^ [8 - 2V2 BWn a (0) - 2 J„ + S„' (c„)}]. (13.4)

If the S, are all equal to each otiier and to S, J„ = ^S'(0) and the
asymptotic power is

1 -0{B — 2V2 0' VnS'(c,)} (13.4 a)

In the normal case this gives a local asymptotic efficiency of -81 with
respect to the randomization analog of Student's test. In general,
however, the efficiency of the median test for symmetry against shift
hypotheses has the undesirable property of depending strongly on local
properties of the density.
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